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ABOUT THIS ISSUE
We are back with another amazing issue of the Claremont Chronicle, with
more exciting content ready for you to enjoy. This issue includes an article
on Sports Day, a Year 7 interview and much more, but we have one main
theme.
We’ve decided to focus this issue on the organisation that makes our
school such an amazing place. The PTA is the reason we have privileges
like Clarefest and the Summer Fair. Join us behind the scenes of Clarefest
and many more exciting articles. We hope you enjoy this issue!
The Chronicle Team

OUR AWESOMELY TALENTED JOURNOS
A note from the
adults
A big thank you to
everyone who
helped the children
to put this issue
together, especially
the families of the
editorial team and
the school staﬀ for
having been so
supportive.
But the biggest
thanks of all goes to
the budding
journalists who
make up the club.
You are all amazingly
talented and a great
pleasure to work

with.

David and Sue
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Current chair of the PTA, Beccy Barr, came to see
us and gave us the scoop on how the PTA works
When and why did you join the PTA?
I was involved with the friends of the PTA and I was
very keen to help Claremont. So when the opening
came up I just sort of felt that it was my turn to do it.
Do the teachers and the PTA ever disagree?
We don’t tend to but we do have to take advice from
the teachers. I don’t run this school so if the teachers
need a new whiteboard or something like that we
usually buy those instead of something that we don’t
necessarily need. So the important thing is when you’re
on a committee, you have to listen to others’ ideas and
views on the situation and ﬁgure it out from there.
What is your favourite PTA event?
It has to be Clarefest. It’s such a wonderful and
uniquely Claremont event
Do the Children ever get to choose what the PTA
money is spent on?
They always have lots of great suggestions - like a
swimming pool or a separate sports hall - but there is
not enough money for things like that. We discuss as
widely as possible but the ﬁnal choice is taken by the
head of the school.

“The best way to
agree is to vote.
That solves
everything.”

Do the PTA always agree on how to spend the money?
No but the best way to agree is to vote. It always solves
everything.
What is the easiest event to organise
Everything has become easier because of online booking, but overall the easiest are the small
clubs like the disco and the cinema club
What is the hardest event for the PTA to organise?
It would probably be the summer fair because it is the biggest and there are lots of stalls. We
have to book everything including the ice-cream van and the bouncy castles. Also, in the past,
we have left the organisation too late, which made it harder to pull together, but this year we
are more prepared and started the organisation in October!
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CLAREFEST
1. Preparing for the Show! by Alice Brandon

Come rain or shine it’s always good fun. This annual event has seen
over 750 people every year, with new stalls, acts and volunteers
every time. Four hundred sausages and 600 burgers were
purchased for this year’s event.
However, there is a group of volunteers who, some of them year
after year, make it all happen.
From cleaning toilets to ﬂipping burgers, the list of jobs is endless.
Alice Brandon and Matilda Moss caught up with a few volunteers to
ask them what it is like helping out on one of the school’s biggest
fundraisers.
4
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Running across the ﬁeld in the rain, we
found Kate Cooper setting up colouring
and magazines on tables under the shelter
of a small marquee. After introducing
ourselves, we started on the questions.
“What is the job that no one wants to do?’
asked Matilda. Laughing, Kate replied,
“Cleaning the toilets- it’s my job!”
We then hurried across to the relative
shelter of some trees, where we found
Wendy Curry and Mrs Cerrini. This time, we
asked, “Which volunteer stays calm best?’
‘I think that would be Kate Cooper,’ says
Wendy. ‘I’ll have to disagree on that
Wendy,’ says Mrs Cerrini, “and go with
Debbie Andrews.”
Waving goodbye, we headed over to Jen
Bowers, who was setting up tables at the
entrance. Quickly, I asked her, ‘What is the
busiest time?’ ‘I think that it is probably 4 6 pm,’ she said. We thanked her for her
time, then sped oﬀ to the barbecue stall,
where we found Becky Barr and Emma
Moss unwrapping burgers and sausages.
‘What do you think the most liked job is?’
we queried. Not even pausing in her work, Becky replied,’Letting everyone in.’ Wiping
her hair from her face with her wrist, Emma thought for a
second before answering.’Being in a band,’ she said.

“From ﬂipping
burgers to
cleaning toilets,
the list of jobs
is endless”

Next, we found Luke Cunnliﬀe checking out the barbecue
equipment. When we asked him what stall he would least
like to set up, he laughed and replied,’The barbecue.’ After a
few seconds he added,’But it’s also my favourite stall!’
Happy with our answers, Matilda and I waited patiently for
Clarefest to start and the fun to begin!
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PART 2: THE EVENT
by Candela, Annabel, Sophie and Sienna

The Performance by Candela
Preparing for Clarefest meant we had lots of rehearsals to perfect it, but the decision of
what songs to play was the hardest. On the day, we all arrived early for the soundcheck.
We need it to test it all out, and we briskly played through our songs.
A while later, the ﬁrst band played: The staﬀ band. After their performance came mine. I
felt very nervous but also very excited, but as we started I got the hang of it and was
more relaxed. Our band featured the youngest musicians playing at Clarefest: my
brother Rafa Quinn on Bass and his friend Marcy Winter on percussion, both in year
1. Stella Winter from year 4 was on violin and vocals, and ﬁnally I was on drums and our
parents on guitars and vocals.
Backstage by Sophie
At one o’clock, I arrived at Clarefest with my dad for the soundcheck. Me and Rosie
(who I was singing with) practised our songs and then went and talked to other
performers. After that, we went to get a lovely candyﬂoss and watched the other
The Claremont Chronicle
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performers. Nervously, I waited to go
onstage. At about three o’clock it was time
for me and Rosie to perform. I enjoyed
performing so much and I loved watching the
other bands. I had a great time at clarefest!
Candela also spoke to some of her fellow
performers and put these questions to them:
If you could play any other instrument
what would you choose?
Most performers chose Drums with four
votes, followed by keyboards with 2 votes
and guitar and saxophone with 1 vote each.
Nobody chose the bass!
Would you rather watch others perform at
Clarefest or perform yourself?
Seven out of our eight interviewees said they
prefer performing, only one rather watch.
Had you performed at Clarefest before?
Only one of our talented musicians had
performed here before, for the rest it was a
new experience.

“For many
people, it’s all
about the ice
cream!”

Annabel and Sienna meanwhile asked some friendly faces
about their experience of the day and why they’d come
along to support this fun event. Here’s what just of few of
them told us!
Jon Winter came to ClareFest because he and his children
were performing in a band called The Blueberry’s. They
were awesome! Gideon Robertson came because his
children go to Claremont (year 1 and 3) and because his
family always have fun even when it is raining!

Miss Webb, a teacher at school, remarked that she was having lots of fun too and
loved the music and great atmosphere. Next up was Juno Pashley (yr 4) who
confessed that although she hadn’t yet performed at Clarefest, she wanted to. Watch
this space.
Others told us it was all about the ice cream. Our favourite ﬂavour is deﬁnitely cookies
and cream and we’re looking forward to next year’s Clarefest when we’ll be coming
back as Year 7s! See you there!
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PART 3: THE CLEAR UP
by Matilda Moss

How many bin bags have you used?
Too many to count! But we try to recycle as much as possible.
Once you see the mess do you regret volunteering?
It is a hard clear up, but I never regret it as it is a fun day and raises
money for the school.
What is the most common item you have to pick up?
Most things get put in bins, but paper plates and napkins may ﬂy
around especially in weather like we had this year. We clear as we
go so as to make it easier but at the end there’s always quite a few
plastic bottles or broken plastic wine glasses!
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What do you prefer, the clear up or the set up?
The set up is better because we are not so tired. It is a long, long day.
Is this your ﬁrst time volunteering?If not how many times have you volunteered?
Four or ﬁve times now. As my name says I don’t think I will ever get away from the BAR
B Q. I have worked at Clarefest for about 7 years and I have loved each and every one –
it’s the best gig of the year!
Do you enjoy helping?
Yes, you can see how much fun every one is
having and you know you are making a
diﬀerence .
Around how long does it take to clear up?
About 4 hours if we have enough volunteers
After a while does your job ever get boring?
No. I really like seeing if we can improve what we
do on the BBQ each year so I don’t get bored
with running the BBQ. It’s fun seeing how well
we can cook 650 sausages and burgers

“As my name says, I don’t
think I’ll ever be able to get
away from the
BAR B Q”
Sarah Raine is a Governor at the school, a former secretary Chair of the Claremont
PTA and the creator of Clarefest
What inspired the idea of Clarefest?
We wanted something that involved the schools brilliant musical abilities, but also
wanted something to let every family in Claremont celebrate!
What was the food like at the ﬁrst Clarefest?
We allowed people to bring their own food but we supplied
drinks.
What was the weather like at the ﬁrst Clarefest?
It was perfect (although the following Clarefest’s weather was
awful)!
Do you think that Clarefest has got better?
Yes, I am very, very pleased with how it turned out - every year
gets bigger and better.
The Claremont Chronicle
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UNIFORM SALE

by Alice Brandon and Annabel Gough
Every so often, a school uniform sale is held under the eaves
outside Mrs Moss-Tallon’s classroom. This helpful event is just one
of the many events set up by the PTA . Not only is it helpful for
parents , the proceeds go to the school. All the prices are below ﬁve
pounds and items include jumpers, cardigans, trousers and dresses.
Each item is washed before being sold and no damaged items are
for sale. So far this year, the Nearly-New Uniform Sale has raised
£440.85 . Don’t worry if you don’t have cash on you but want to buy
something - you can always drop the money at the oﬃce the next
day. This event is an old favourite with parents and we hope that it
will continue for years to come.
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50TH ANNIVERSARY BALL

by Alice Brandon
A stunning array of dazzling dresses and smart suits graced the floor at the Spa Hotel
on the 28 April. A fine evening filled with dancing and drinking, a raffle and an auction,
Claremont parents showed up in all their finery to celebrate the fifty years Claremont
has been through. A golden theme ran through the event, from the balloons to flower
arrangements on the tables. Some attendees even carried the theme into their outfits.
This event could not have been any better and, as well as raising a big amount of money
for the PTA, it was a chance for parents and teachers alike to let down their hair and
have a boogie!

The PTA’s year in numbers
£17,000 Raised at
the Ball

£45,000 expected
total for the year

£15,000 to be spent
on IT

Next big project:
Developing outside
11
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ANIMAL STORIES
Pets As Therapy is a national charity that was founded in 1983. Molly Wilsher and
Jessica Hughes met Rufus the Reading Dog, and Anne Lightbody - his owner.
How old is Rufus?
He is six years old.
What qualities does a reading dog need?
They need to be calm and well behaved.
What are your favourite things about Rufus?
He is really friendly; however, I like everything about him.

How long does it take to train your dogs and what does it involve?
They need to be nine months old, they can’t paw or bark and they have to be calm and
laid back.
12
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What kind of things do you train them to do?
We don’t train them, we just want them to be calm around all people.
What do you do with the money that you raise?
It is just a charity to help dogs. The school doesn’t pay us to come in.
Do you train other animals apart from dogs?
The charity uses some cats.
Is the charity local?
No. There other oﬃces over England but there are none in Tunbridge Wells. The main
building is in Saunderton.
What are Rufus’s favourite things to do?
Eating. Sleeping. Digging. Rolling in the garden. Agility classes.
Where is Rufus’s favourite place to walk?
Dunorlan in the top ﬁeld (not around the lake).

Pets as Therapy
The PAT team - Pets As Therapy - go to diﬀerent places and meet thousands of new
people every week: from residential homes, hospitals and even prisons.
Volunteers, with only a small amount of time, train with their dogs( some have cats) to
bring happiness to the country. They take them mostly to the elderly who appreciate
being able to stroke a loyal animal.
What is involved in becoming a PAT Team with Pets as Therapy?
All breeds of cats and dogs can become a therapy pet. However, they have to have
been with their owner for at least six months, be nine months or over and be able to
pass the temperament test.
Regular visits are appreciated; however, the team agree that you can only stay for a
certain time.
13
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PET CORNER
by Molly Wilsher
Lambs
My lambs are cute animals and they love us as
much as we love them! We fostered them from
a farmer Harry and he is a lovely farmer. Me
and my sister Mia have to feed them 4 times a
day! (it’s like feeding a baby). Mia gave
blossom her name and I gave Belle her name.
Belle loves running with me and when I said
please can someone play with me Belle and
Blossom jumped for joy! So we played chase
together. Our family loves them so much!

Bugs
We made the bug hotel with a ﬂower pot, twigs,
moss and stones.
Lots and lots of bugs live in there!

Rabbits
We love our rabbits sooo much! We
got our rabbits when I was 4 and Mia
was 9 and mum came and saw them
at the pet shop and said we have to
get them! The brown one is called
Powder and the grey one is called
Carrot. Carrot is the scared one and
Powder is a bit braver. I love them very
much!

14
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TEACHER’S PET
Jessica and Candela met Mrs Webb’s cockapoo puppy, Marshall

What is your dog called?
Marshall.
What type of dog is he?
A Cockapoo.
Why did you call him that?
He is named after one of the
Pawpatrol puppies.
How old is he?
Just over four months.
Does he love to eat anything unusual?
He swallows sticks, he eats ants and spiders and
anything out of the washing basket.
What is his favourite thing?
A grey hippo that he carries around in his mouth
sometimes and he sleeps with it.
Give three words to describe him?
Fluﬀy,cuddly and greedy.
What is the most rewarding thing about
Marshall?
He is always happy to see me.
What is the most embarrassing thing he has ever done?
There was a couple having a romantic picnic at Dunorlan park and he started running at
top speed and ran through their picnic.

15
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SPORTS DAY

by Natali Kupharadze
This year’s sports day was a great success! First of all were the races. As they went on it
was clear dragons were winning most of them. They were very strong and kept the
number 1 title throughout the entire event. All the houses did amazingly well and worked
well as a team, considering the heat. Every now and again each house would get a bit of
time to rest and keep in the shade while drinking water. The activities were well set out
and everyone was enjoying them by the looks of it. Here are some of the activities the
children did to earn points:
•

Tennis

•

Basketball

•

Hurdles
16
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•

Hockey

•

Speed bounce

•

And much more…

The weather turned out hot and sunny which was perfect
for the event and day. After the fun and excitement came
the relay races. Last minute I had to replace Kitty as she
had a broken arm but everything turned out ﬁne and
Dragons won yet again. Mr. Hogward was the one with
the microphone and he kept explaining everything and
keeping us informed with the scores. When the event was
over we all gathered in our house groups and Mrs.
Crockett announced the placements:
In fourth place: Unicorns
In third place: Lions
In second place: Eagles
And the winners were… DRAGONS!!!
After the event we went back to our classrooms where
the PTA had thoughtfully paid for us to have Calypo ice
lollies. Blackcurrant or orange were the choices and all
the children had fun. That’s the most important thing.
Whether you win or lose it’s you being there and supporting your house…

Reﬂections of a House Captain by Sophia Lee
Being a House Captain on Sports Day, I felt I needed to try my very best to do Lions
proud and to do my part in helping Lions win. That said, however, I didn’t really mind
that we didn’t win; it’s the taking part that counts. As long as
all the people in my house tried their best and had fun, I’m
“It’s nice to
happy.
I really enjoy my role as a House Captain because I enjoy
cheering on all the people in Lions and encouraging them to
be the best they can possibly be! I will really miss all the interhouse activity when I leave Claremont and I really hope Lions
will always be amazing, no matter what.

win but it’s
the taking
part that
counts”

We have some incredible athletes here at Claremont and I hope that will always be the
case.
Go Claremont! Go Lions!
17
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REVIEWS
Tunbridge Wells Cricket Club by Jessica
Hughes
If you like cricket and you haven’t been able
to sign up to a club come to The Tunbridge
Wells Cricket Club. They accept a vast range
of ages from Year 2 and upwards. They are
also home to some professional cricket
players. I think the coaches are really good
and if you don’t get it they are patient and
help you until you solve it. At the Tunbridge
Wells Cricket Club they split the boys and
girls up.
If you want a trial day, look on the Tunbridge Wells Cricket Club website and ﬁnd the
email address. Get your parents to email them. The training is on Friday evenings, and
according to your age group is the time that you will play.
I think it is the best cricket club ever and I’m sure the coaches would be more than
happy if you joined. You learn to bowl, bat and ﬁeld and sometimes go to tournaments.
Wonder by Sophie Futter
Wonder is a heartwarming story following the life of a
seemingly normal boy named Auggie Pullman;
however, as Auggie says, he is not normal. Ever since
he was born, Auggie has had a facial abnormality. But
that doesn’t stop him from being brave and making
friends.
At the age of ten, his parents decide to send home oﬀ
to school where he meets friends, foes and a funny
middle school director called Mr Tushman. In this story,
Auggie will overcome unimaginable challenges and ﬁnd
out what it means to be diﬀerent. After all, as Via
(Auggies older sister) says,”You can’t blend in when
you were born to stand out.”
18
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The Girl of Ink and Stars by Annabel Gough
The Girl of Ink and Stars is the story of a young girl
called Isabella who lives on the island of Joya. She
lives with her dad ever since her mum and brother
died. She is best friends with the governor's daughter,
Lupe. The governor is a wicked man and very strict.
When Lupe and Isabella have an argument Lupe ﬂees
to the forest. When she disappears her father leads a
search party which Isabella ﬁnds herself in. When they
ﬁnd Lupe they have a dangerous encounter with a
monster. From then on Lupe and Isabella have an
amazing adventure that really proves how much of a
friend they are to each other.

Emmett Gardens by Sophie Futter
Emmett Garden is a National Trust site ﬁlled with
pastel tulips and canary-yellow buttercups. Emmetts is
famous for its dazzling bluebells in the lead up to the
scorching summer. It has a wonderful cafe ﬁlled with
delicious sandwiches and mouth watering ice creams!
Emmetts Garden has a wonderful playground and a
Discovery Cabin packed with colouring sheets and
crayons for younger visitors. Make sure you watch out
for it in the summer!

Duck Duck Goose, By Sebastian Sprigge
Duck Duck Goose is a story of a bachelor, show-oﬀ
goose called Peng who broke his wing and crashlanded into a ﬂock of ducklings. Thanks to Peng, two
ducklings (Chao and Chi) must escape –with Peng –
from a mad, hungry cat and ﬁnd out what family is
really about…
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THE BIG LEAP
We invited some of last year’s leavers to
tell us about their experiences moving
to secondary school
By Annabel Gough and Matilda Moss

How did you ﬁnd settling in to your new school? Were you
scared?
Noah: I was scared, but people were really welcoming
Marcus: It’s pretty easy because everyone is going through the
same thing
Mia: At ﬁrst I was nervous but I settled in well. I love TWIGGS
Esther: Not scary but a bigger change than I was expecting.
Amy: I found settling in to SKA a really big change because I
wasn’t used to the number of fellow students
Do you have any advice for the year sixes about going to
secondary school?
Noah: Be friendly to people especially the teachers
Marcus: Try not to be annoying
Mia: Make sure you are organised and do your homework on the
right day.
Esther: Make as many friends as possible
Amy: Just be yourself
What’s your favourite thing about secondary school?
Noah: The challenge of something new
Marcus: Probably the amount of freedom you get
Mia: Probably the friends I’ve made and the independence you
get
Esther: The wide variety of activities
Amy: Deﬁnitely the food
What do you miss most about Claremont?
Noah: Probably my friends
Marcus: Sleeping in - I have to get up earlier now
Mia: The reception kids giving me hugs at break time
Esther: Not being able to see friends every day
Amy: I miss everything - even the teachers!
The Claremont Chronicle
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DYSLEXIA AT CLAREMONT
by Sienna Thomas Giles
Claremont is trying to become a ‘dyslexia friendly school’. Dyslexia is a condition that
makes it diﬃcult for people to read. It’s the most common kind of learning issue and
can’t be cured, so it’s really important that schools ﬁnd ways to make learning easier for
people who have it.v
In our school, a group of children,
parents and teachers are trying to
change things so dyslexic children
will ﬁnd it easier to work and learn in
the school environment. Also,
dyslexia friendly environments are
actually better for all learners! For
example, they are trying to make the
library more dyslexia friendly,
starting with buying dyslexia friendly
books. These have fonts that are
clearer to read and sometimes
larger type.

“Claremont is
trying to
become a
dyslexia
friendly school”

They also are thinking about how
some lessons, such as maths, could be made easier by
making more tools and equipment available in the
classroom. Even the display boards around the school can
be improved, for example by avoiding certain colours or
backgrounds, especially white backgrounds with black type.
Hopefully, in a few months, dyslexic pupils will ﬁnd school a
lot easier and not as much of a challenge compared to other
children. Claremont hopes to set a positive example of how
to support dyslexic children for all primary schools to copy.
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ART EXHIBITION
Royal Victoria Place is currently hosting an exhibition of art by Claremont pupils.
Guest Chronicle reporter Mrs Roberts went along

Last Thursday 5th July 2018 at 5:30pm in the Royal Victoria Place shopping centre, the
Mayor of Tunbridge Wells, Mr Len Horwood, and his wife, the Lady Mayoress, opened
our art exhibition in a vacant shop kindly let to us by Nicky Blanchard, RVP Manager.
Mrs Sylvia Crockett, Headteacher, and Mrs Orla Bird, Art Co-ordinator welcomed and
thanked the Mayor. Mrs Crockett shared how proud she was of the creativity of the
pupils and staﬀ.
Mrs Bird explained that last term Claremont Primary School had an Arts Week; she told
him that the inspiration for this particular theme week was to have showcase artwork
inspired by nature and our outdoor learning ethos. The outcome has been incredible. All
staﬀ and all 500 pupils worked exceptionally hard, and everyone’s work is on display in
the centre. There is a complete range from pointillism to
printing, to painting, working with clay to wire work.
There is such a lot of talent.
As part of their council duties our school councillorsTilly (y6), Benjamin (y5), Lily (y5), Milla (y5), Jack (y4),
Olivia (y4), William (y3), Daisy (y3), Arlo (y2) - were
there to greet him and talk him around the exhibition;
they carefully explained every class’ art journey,
including planning, mediums and tools used.
The Mayor was happy to take questions from the young
councillors- he shared how he had spent his time so far in
his ﬁrst 6 weeks as Mayor, what artwork he liked and what
had been the best duty he had completed so far. In order to
develop the children’s understanding of local Government
work, he has invited them to his chambers.
22
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WORD SEARCH
by Alice Brandon
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Summer Fete
Claremont Ball
iPads

R

Sports Day
Sports equipment
Books

Clarefest
Discos
Newspapers
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The Claremont Chronicle

P

School dinners
Bike sheds
Computers
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R T

The Claremont Chronicle
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Answers: 1 Toblerone; 2 Flake; 3 Twister; 4 Cornetto; 5 Fruit Pastilles
6 White Magnum 7 Solero; 8 Smarties; 9 Magnum; 10 Calypo; 11 Feast
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